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ABSTRACT. During M a rch- May 1976, a combination of lase r and radar ra nging sys tems was used to 
study the m otion of both the fast ice and the pack ice near Narwhal a nd Cross Isla nds, two barrier islands 
located 16 a nd 2 1 km offshore in the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. L aser measurem ents of targe ts on the 
fast ice near Narwhal Isla nd indicate small n et displacements of approximately I m over the period of study 
(7 1 d ) with short-term displacements of up to 40 cm occurring over 3 d periods. The main motion was 
outward normal to the coas t a nd was believed to be the result of thermal expansion o f the ice. The radar 
records of fast-ice sites fa rther offshore show a sys tematic increase in the standard d eviation of the displace
ments a s measured parall el to the coast, reaching a value of ± 6.6 m a t 31 km. The farthest fast-ice sites 
show short-term displacem ents of up to 12 m. There are also trends in the records that are believed to be th e 
result of the general warming of the fast ice with time. 

R adar targets located on the pack ice showed la rge short-term displacements (up to 2. 7 km) but negligible 
net ice drift along the coast. There was no significant correla tio n be tween the movem ent of the pack a nd 
the local wind, sugge3ting that coas tal ice prediction models can o nly succeed if handled as part of a regional 
model which incorporates stre3S transfer through the pack. The apparen t fast-ice- pack-ice boundary in the 
study a rea was located in 30- 35 m of water. 

R EsuME. E ludes du mouvemenl de la glace de mer coliire pris de PrudllOe Bay, Alaska , U .S .A. En utilisant une 
combinaison de system es de ba layagcs par lase r et par radar, on a e tudi e, au CO Ul'S des mois de mars et 
av ril 1976, les mouvem ents d e la glace stable e t cclui de la banquise pres des iles d e Narwhal et de Cross, 
d eux lIes barri eres a 16 et 21 km au large pre3 d e Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Des mesures a u laser de refl ec teurs 
sur la glace soli de pres de Narwhal Island indiquent des petits mouvements globau z (~ 1 m) au cours d e la 
period e d 'obscrva tion avec d es changements a court terme d e l'ordre de 30 cm. Le mouvement principal 
se produit dans une direc tion perpendiculaire a la co te et est, croit-on, le resultat de la dilatation thermique 
de la glace. Les enregistrements a u radar d e sites de glace solide situes plus loin a u large montrent un 
accroissement systematique d e la devia tion standard du mouveme n t mesure pa ra lleIem ent a la cote qui 
a tteint une valeur de ± 6,6 m a 3 I km. Les sites en glace sol id e plus lointains montrent d es deplacemen ts a 
court terme de plus de 12 m . 11 y a a ussi d es tendances dans les enregistrements que I'on croit etre le resultat 
d'un recha uffement genera l de la glace so lide avec le temps. 

Des reflecteurs radar places sur la banquise ont mis en ev idence des mouvements importants a court 
terme (jusqu'a 2,7 km) m a is un mouvement net resulta nt negligeable le long de la cote. 11 n'y a pas d e 
correla tion significative entre le mouvement d e la banquise et le vent local, ce qui conduit a l'hypothese que 
les modeles de prevision pour la glace cotiere ne peuvent reuss ir que s'ils sont traites comme une partie d ' un 
modele regional qui incorpore les transferts d 'efforts a travers la banquisc. La limitc a pparente entre la 
glace solide et la banquise d a ns la zone etudiec est situee sur d es fonds de 30 a 35 m d 'eau. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Studien zur BewegUlzg kiisletlnallen M eereises in der Prudlzoe B ay, Alaska, U.S.A . Z um 
Studium der Bewcgung sowohl des Festeises wie des Packeise3 na he der Narwha l- und Cross-Insel, zwei 
Ba rriereinseln 16 und 2 1 km vor der Kuste d er Prudhoe Bay in Alaska, von Miirz bis Mai 1976 wurcle e ine 
K ombination von Laser- und Radar-Entfernungsmesssys teme n h erangezogen . L aser-Messungen nach 
Zielen a u!" dem Fcsteis n a he cler Narwhal-Insel cleuten auf kl eine Netto-Bcwegunge n (etwa 1 m) wiihrend 
der M e3speriode mit kurzfristigen Schwankungen von 40 cm. Die H auptbcwegung war senkrecht zur Kiis te 
seewar ts gerichtet; sie wurde a ls Ergebni3 cler Warmeausclehnung cles Eises gecleutet. D ie Raclar-Messungen 
nach kustenferneren Festeisstationen zeigen eine systematische Zuna hme der mittleren Abweichung d er 
Bewegung gegenuber d er kustenparallelen Komponente; sie erreieht bei 31 km d en Wert von ± 6,6 m . 
Die ferns ten Festeissta tionen weisen kurzfristige Verlagerungen bis zu 12 m auf. G ewisse Tendenzen in d en 
M e3sergebnissen lassen sich a uch hier als Ergebnis der a llgem einen Erwa rmung cles F es teises im Laufe der 
Zeit d euten. 

R a dar-Ziele auf clem P ackeis zeigtcn bctraehtliche kurzfristige Bewegungen (bis z u 2,7 km), aber eine 
vernachlassigbar kleine N etto-Bewegung la ngs cler Kuste. Zwisch en d er Bewegung des Packeises uncl den 
ortli chen Winclen bestancl keine signifika nte K on'ela tion , was darauf schliessen lasst, class Modd le zur 
Vorhersage cles Kusteneises nur dann zutreffend sein konnen , wenn sie als Teil eines regionalen Model ls 
unter Berli cksichtigung d er Druckfortpfla n zung durch clas Packeis behanclelt werden. Die fes tsteJlbare 
Grenze zwischen Fest- uncl Packeis lag im Untersuchungsgebiet bei 30 bis 35 m Wassertiefe. 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort has been expended in the last few years to collect information that will 
advance our understanding of the drift and deformation of pack ice. In planning such studies 
a deliberate effort is usua lly made to establish the study area far enough from the coast so 
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that the boundary effects associated with the coast can (presumably) be ignored . This is 
undoubtedly a wise policy in that the effects of land and its a ssociated fast ice are believed to 
be complex and are certainly poorly understood. Yet in many applied problems it is just 
this boundary area over the continental shelf be tween the fast ice and the offshore pack that is 
of interest. This is particularly true in p etroleum exploration in the Arctic where many 
regions of the continental shelf are believed to have high potential for significant production 
of oil and/or gas . 

To develop such areas in a rational manner requires a solid foundation of geophysical 
knowledge of the major hazards that will be encountered. In the Arctic offshore these hazards 
are largely due to the presence of sea ice in one form or another. It is reasonable to assume 
that offshore development will gradually start at "easy" protected sites within the fas t-ice 
zone. In fact, this has already occurred with the successful exploratory drilling operations 
that have been undertaken from artificial gravel islands constructed in shallow water « 8 m) 
in Mackenzie Bay in the western Canadian Arctic. As confidence is gained, operations will 
gradually move into deeper water within the winter fast-ice zone and ultimately into the 
seasonal pack-ice zone itself. 

Similar d evelopments are expected to occur off the North Slope of Alaska inasmuch as a 
lease sale in the Beaufort Sea is anticipated in the near future . The present study attempts to 
acquire som e of the geophysical information (i. e. quantitative data on the movement of 
both the n ear-shore pack ice and the fast ice) necessary for rational decision making relative 
to such developmental activities and specifically to delineate some of the hazards that the 
environment poses to the safety of petroleum exploration and development operations. 

LOCALE 

The present study was based at a small camp located on Narwhal Island (see Fig. I). 
Additional instrumentation was sited on Cross Island located 19 km to the north-west. 
These two islands were selected for a number of reasons. First, the geological structures 
trapping the oil in the Prudhoe Bay field are known to extend out to sea near the study area. 
Any information gained in the Narwhal Island operation would have immediate applicability 
to the coming lease sale. The two islands are r epresentative examples of a large number of 
similar barrier islands that occur along the coast of the North Slope between Harrison Bay 
and Demarcation Point. A "sheltered" lagoonal fast-ice environment exists between these 
barrier islands and the mainland, while north of the islands a narrow belt of fast ice extends 
to the southern edge of the n ear-shore pack ice. Cross and Narwhal Islands are the outermost 
of the barrier islands and as such they are closest to the pack-ice- fast-ice boundary. This is 
important in that it is very d esirable to observe ice motion some distance into the pack ice. 
If the base stations had not been located on these outerm03t islands, we would not have been 
able to obtain suitable ob~ervations on the movement of the pack inasmuch as in 1976 the 
fast-ice-pack-ice boundary proved to be located much farther from shore than anticipated. 

A general impression of the ice morphology in the study area can be gained from examin
ing Figure I , on which are plotted the areas of strong radar return as observed by X-band 
SLAR imagery obtained by an aircraft overflight on II May 1976. The strengths of X-band 
radar returns from sea ice are almost entirely a function of the roughness of the upper ice 
surface. As indicated , a low-return area of essentially undeformed fast ice extends from the 
coast to a few kilometers north of the barrier islands. At the time of our study this ice was 
approximately 215 cm thick. The other principal area of undeformed ice is the elongated 
low-return feature that trends north-west- south-east and runs between radar transponders 
R7 and R8 . This is a large refrozen lead that was active until mid-December 1975 as ascer
tained from infra-red imagery from the DMSP satellite. The areas of high radar return are 
composed of ice that was primarily deformed when it was quite thin « 30 cm ) plus a few 
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Fig. I . Map of the Narwhal and Cross Islands area showing the location of the radar transponder sites, the orientation of the 
x,y coordinate system used ill the ice-movement study, the 9 and 18 m isobaths, the approximate range of the radar system 
(taking 37 km as the maximum effective range f rom a master unit), and the areas of strong X-band radar retllTl! as seen by 
SLAR. 

small multi-year floes. Again, during the time of the study, this ice was roughly 2 m thick. 
At the time the SLAR image was obtained , all the ice on which radar transponders were sited 
was fast. 

The water between Narwhal and Cross Islands and the mainland is shallow, with a 
maximum depth of 7.6 m . Most of the area is less than 6.7 m deep and there are several 
shoals. North of the islands, water depth increases rapidly, reaching 10 m within a distance 
of less than I km. Beyond this the increase in depth is more gradual, with the 20 m depth 
contour paralleling the islands roughly I I km farther offshore. 

TECHNIQUES 

The bes t system to use to study ice movement depends on the sort of motion to be measured. 
Unfortunately, very little information was available on the movement of either fast ice or 
near-shore ice along the north coast of Alaska, particularly for the March- June time period . 
Coachman and Barnes (1961 ) reported that mean net long-term winter ice-drift rates in the 
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seasonal pack-ice zone in the southern Beaufort Sea were on the order of 2. 1- 2.6 km/d. The 
general drift direction was east to west parallel to the coast. Short-term exceptions to the 
general drift direction can, however, readily be found by examining the tracks of past drift 
stations (U.S. Polar R esearch Board, 1976) . Whatever the drift direction, the main problem 
anticipated with the remote pack-ice measurement sites was "keeping" them within range of 
the on-shore tracking units which commonly require line-of-sight contact. 

Even less information was available about the motion of the fast ice along the North Slope 
of Alaska. The published observations closest to those proposed by the present study were 
taken by Cooper (1975) on the fast ice in Kugmallit Bay, north of Tuktoyaktuk, Canada 
(located on the north-east side of the Mackenzie Delta) . Working in a reasonably protected 
locale, Cooper observed ice displacements of up to 17 m between January and March 1969. 
These movements were presumed to be due to the thermal expansion of the ice cover associated 
with the general warming trend during the time period of the study. It was not known 
whether the ice movements were gradual or sharp, intermittent or continuous. Because the 
fast ice north ofNarwhal Island was believed to be more exposed to the pressure exerted by the 
pack than at Kugmallit Bay, we anticipated ice displacements of a similar or greater magni
tude. 

To study the above problem, a combination of ranging systems was used. Near Narwhal 
Island a H e-Ne laser ranging system with a range of 12 km was used because it had the high 
resolution required to study the small displacem ents that were expected . Also the ranges were 
small enough that severe res trictions due to unfavorable atmospheric conditions were not 
anticipated. The nominal accuracy of the sys tem is ± 5 mm ± 2 p.p.m. Eleven targets were 
used with the farthest target located approximately 7 km from the laser. R eadings were taken 
twice a day when possible. Blowing snow, fog, and severe atmospheric refraction made it 
impossible to obtain readings on a number of occasions. 

For sites located in the pack ice (and far from Narwhal or Cross Islands), a radar trans
ponder tracking system was used that measures distances by using the relatively constant 
velocity characteristics of X-band (9.4 GHz) energy. The system is therefore not limited by 
blowing snow, ice fog, or darkness. The base stations or master uni ts were located on Cross 
and Narwhal I slands, separated by a distance of 19 774 m. The masters transmitted in 
sequence a coded series of pulses to activate each remote transponder. Once the proper code 
corresponding to a given transponder was received, the transponder returned a like series of 
pulses to the master, establishing an RF link. The time required for the RF energy to make 
the round trip, less any delays, was converted into a distance. To achieve accuracy and 
stability each reported distance was based on the average of 100 individual readings selected by 
digi tal filtering. A set of readings was taken every 4 h and comprised five separate distance 
determinations from each master station to each remote site. The system was anticipated to 
have an accuracy of ±2.5 m or better and a resolution of ± 0.5 m. Inasmuch as the distance 
between the two masters was known, the location of the remote transponders was also known 
(three sides of a triangle) . 

The effec tive line-of-sight range of the unit was 80 km. However, the effective range drops 
significantly because of the curvature of the Earth and pressure ridges which act as trans
mission obstacles. The range required for this operation dep ended upon the distance to the 
fast-ice-pack-ice boundary from the islands, as it was n ecessary to monitor targets some 
distance within the pack. As the location of the boundary was unknown, we assumed that 
it would b e at a water depth of 18 m as the boundary had characteristically b een observed at 
approximately this depth at a number of sites farther west along the Beaufort Sea coast 
(Stringer, 1974) . Considering that the 18 m isobath was located between 12 and 13 km 
north-east of the line between Narwhal and Cross Islands, a 30 km range was the minimum 
that could be contemplated and still have a reasonable area within which a transponder could 
be reached by both masters. A 40 km range was finally chosen which would allow data to be 
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collected within an "arch-shaped" area located north-east of the 18 m isobath (the base of the 
arch was almost 60 km wide and the peak was 26 km north of the 18 m isobath) . To achieve 
this range, 45.7 m (ISO ft ) towers were constructed on both Narwhal and Cross Islands and 
the outermost transponders were placed on I r m (36 ft ) towers . 

Because the wind was b elieved to be the main environmental factor affecting the motion 
of both the fast and pack ice, meteorological observations were made at Narwhal Island. 
Information collected included wind speed and direction (measured at 10 m), barometric 
pressure and air temperature. 

ANALYSIS 

Laser stations 

The array oflaser stations, shown in Figure 2, was operated for varying time periods during 
the experiment. In all cases, the data are simply the ranges from Narwhal I sland to the laser 
targets. Later, in discussing the radar ranging results, we will use the Cartesian coordinate 
system oriented as indicated in Figures I and 2 with the line between Cross and Narwhal 
Islands serving as the positive abscissa . Because the abscissa is approximately parallel to the 
coast and to the 18 m isobath, positivey displacements are offshore while n egative y displace
ments are onshore. Considering the locations of the laser targets in terms of this coordinate 
system, it is clear that some laser stations primarily measure y components of the motion while 
others measure x components. Figure 3 shows the motions m easured at the five laser stations 
(L r, L2, L3, L4 and L6) which operated over the longest time period. 

Station Lr , which was located on the "sheltered" lagoonal fast ice, showed virtually n o. 
detectable movement. Station L3, which primarily m easured the x component of motion, 
showed a very slight increase in distance as a function of time . W e consider this to be the result 
of the thermal expansion of the ice with increasing ice temperature. This thermal effect 
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Fig. 2. M ap showing the location of the laser targets located around N;rw/zal I sland and the orimtation of the X,y coordinate 
rystem used in the ice-movement study. 
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Fig. 3. Relative distances between laser targets and the control station on Narwhal I sland, air temperature, and the y compone/lt 
ojthe wind. 

increases as the lines to the laser targets become more aligned with the y direction (i.e. in the 
sequence L3, L4, L2, L6) which is the direction of least physical constraint . A strain ellipse 
based on these data would have its major axis aligned parallel to y. Although L6 shows a 
major thermal effect, it is not a simple record and shows displacements which are clearly not 
thermal. 

Regardless of the causes of the ice displacements, Figure 3 is believed to be indicative of 
the scale of motion that can be expected in a reasonably protected fast-ice environment during 
the early spring (in this case approximately I m over a 30 d period). 

Radar transponder stations 

The locations of the eight radar transponder sites are shown in Figure I. Two stations 
were located south of and six stations north of the 18 m isobath which, as mentioned earlier, 
was expected to be near the pack-ice-fast-ice boundary. We anticipated that soon after our 
experiment was started gradual break-up of the ice would place one after another transponder 
in the westward-drifting pack until only R6 and perhaps R 7 remained in the fast ice with the 
fast-ice boundary paralleling the large refrozen lead. These two radar sites would then supple
ment the information provided by the laser targets, particularly during periods of poor 
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visibility. The movements of the six other radar transponders would characterize the behavior 
of the near-shore pack ice. 

To develop a time series of ranges from the Narwhal and Cross Islands master sites to the 
different transponders, each individual set of five readings was averaged to give a single value 
representative of a given transponder at a given time. There are occasional gaps in all the 
time series for a variety of reasons, chief of which were polar bear attack and loss of propane 
from the thermoelectric generators. With the exception of stations R6 and R8, these data gaps 
were sufficiently short that linear interpolation could be u sed to estimate the missing values. 
The data were then translated into the Cartesian coordinate system described earlier. This 
same convention is used for the x and y components of wind. 

C ursory inspection of the ice-motion data showed that the anticipated sequence of events 
relating to the location of the fast-ice- pack-ice boundary did not occur. When the trans
ponders were installed, all sites proved to be within the fast ice. Roughly 15 d later, stations 
R2 and R3 became part of the pack because of the d evelopment of a wide flaw lead that 
initially ran just offshore of stations RI and R4 and onshore of station R2. After 2 weeks of 
drift, showing movements of hundreds of m eters, stations R2 and R 3 again b ecame part of the 
fast ice and remained as such until the m easurements were terminated. 

Fast-ice stations 

In discussing the behavior of the fast-ice radar transponder stations, analysis will be 
confined to stations RI, R4, R5 and R7 because extensive temporal gaps exist in the data from 
stations R6 and R8, rendering them less useful. The data set consists of 427 x andy coordinates 
for each station taken at 4 h intervals over a period of 7 I d. The apparent ice movements as 
record ed by the transponder system consist of two components, real movements and sys tem 
fluctuations. In turn, the system fluctuations include short- and long-term systematic thermal 
effects and random noise, while real ice movement includes long-term thermal effects, wind
induced movement, random movement and perhaps current-d riven movement . To obtain an 
understanding of the limitations placed on the radar data by instrumen tal noise, a transponder 
was placed on Narwhal Island (providing a constant distance) and ranges were obtained to it 
from C ross Island. This record is sh own as part of Figure 5 with the temperature trend 
removed (as the instrument becomes warmer, it r eports slightly shorter distances). The 
de-trended record has a standard derivation of ± 0-45 m. In the following we will be con
servative and only consider deviations of > 2 m from the trend of the data to be signal instead 
of noise. 

Table I summarizes some statistical parameters calculated from the radar time seri es. 
The general negative slopes of the distance versus time plots are believed to be the resul t of 
the decrease in the apparent distance measured with increasing instrument temperature (there 
was a steady rise in ambient temperature during the study p eriod (see Fig. 3 or 6)). Station R 7 
appears to be an exception in this regard. 

Figure 4 shows the power spectra of the x andy coordinates for station RI. Each spectrum 
shows a large peak at 24 h and a lesser p eak at 12 h. The 24 h peak, which occurs in the 

TABLE 1. STATISTICAL I NFORMATION ON FAST-ICE STATIONS AS DETERMINED BY THE RADAR 

T RANSPONDER SYSTEM 

Station 

4 
5 
7 

Mean distance 

23 610.9 
7448. 1 

16 714.5 
II 151 .0 

m 
ji 

22628·3 
23433· 7 
16 50 3.8 
63 18• 1 

Variance 
rn2 

Sx2 Sy2 

17·43 5·44 
5.49 8.00 
4·57 6,58 
0.39 6.69 

Slope of the regression line of x, y on time 
m /h 

bx 

-3.83 X 10-3 

-3.60 X 10- 3 

-3.73 X 10- 3 

+ 4.68 X 10- 4 

by 
-2.35 X 10- 3 

- 4 .25 X 10- 3 

- 4.56 X 10- 3 

- 2.85 X 10- 3 
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spectra of a ll the fast-ice stations, is believed to be the result of the response of the measure
ment system to diurnal temperature changes. The 12 h peak is now believed to be the result 
of some other contributing factor such as the tidal cycle, because it does not follow the 24 h 
oscillation exactly either in phase or in amplitude and is not p resent on the power spectrum 
obtained from the measurements of the fixed-distance record between Cross and Narwhal 
Islands. 

+-
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(/) 
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x componen t 

Cycles/day 
Fig. 4. Power spectra of the x andy components of the observed ice movements at station RI. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the x andy components of motion for the fast-ice stations as well as 
the x and y components of the wind as recorded at Narwhal Island. Air temperature is also 
presented in Figure 6. Note that, although the time axis is plotted on the same scale used in 
presenting the laser data, the displacement is now in increments of 3.0 m as opposed to 
0.2 m. The displacement data as shown have been de-trended and band-pass filtered to remove 
the 24 h cycle. The 12 h cycle, which is not strong in most records, has not been removed. 
Consider first the x component of motion shown in Figure 5. Clearly there is no striking 
correlation with the x component of the wind. There also do not appear to be any striking 
similarities between the records from the different stations. Although the correlation coeffi
cients shown in Table II are uniformly low, the correlation coefficients that are in italics are 
significant at the 1 % level. 

Two different types of motion are discernible in Figures 5 and 6, long-period movements 
occurring over periods of days and short-period movements occurring over periods ofless than 
4 h. They components of the ice movements have a much higher correlation with each other 
than do the x components. However, despite these high internal correlations, there is no 
significant correlation with the wind except for station R 7. This station is closer to arwhal 
Island than the other stations with complete position records and therefore the higher correla
tion was not unexpected. The generally low correlations were, however, disappointing. 
It is our impression that many times during this study sharp meteorological gradients existed 
normal to the coastline. 
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Fig. 5 . x component of ice movements as determined by the radar system, the x component of the wind, alld the radar record of a 
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TABLE 11. CORRELATION COE FF[CIENTS BETWEEN T H E I CE MOT[ON AS 

DETERMINED BY THE RADAR TRANSPONDER SYSTEM AND THE W [ND. VALUES 

I N [TALICS ARE SIGN[ FICANT AT THE 0.0 [ LEVEL 

x component 
Station r 4 

1.00 - 0.235 
4 [.00 

5 
7 

x component wind + 0.046 + 0.028 

y component 
Station I 4 

1.00 + 0.663 
4 [.00 

5 
7 

y component wind + 0 .053 + 0.002 

1.00 

+0.037 

5 
+ 0.776 
+0.804 

1.00 

+ 0.03 1 

7 
+ 0.06 1 

- 0.005 

- 0.I45 
1.00 

+ 0. I84 

7 
-0. l 3 2 
+ 0.260 
+ 0.279 

1.00 

+ 0.I50 
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10 20knots 
Wind 

Radar(y component) 

o 160 320 480 640 800 960 1120 1280 1440 1600 h 

~' i' '5 10 ~~r. 2'~ ~5 ' '5 16 ~~y 26 ~5 ' 
Fig. 6. y component of ice movements as determined by the radar system, the y component of the wind, and the air temperatliTe. 

When the plots of the y components are compared with the temperature data, it can be 
seen that in the central part of the study period the general increase in the values of y follows 
the general rise in temperature. This is believed to be due to the thermal expansion of the 
ice cover as was observed in the laser measurements. It should be noted that this trend is 
opposite in sense to the system's response to the temperature rise. The observed expansion is 
on the order of 6 m at a range of up to 30 km over a time period of weeks. During the latter 
part of the radar records there is a reversal of this trend as the distance to the transponders 
decreases. This is also believed to be the result of the gradual warming of the ice cover 
inasmuch as the sign of the coefficient of thermal expansion changes from negative (expansion 
on warming) to positive (contraction on warming) as the ice temperature rises above roughly 
-BoC (Anderson, 1960). This effect is not nearly so pronounced in the shorter laser lines, 
although there is also a general stop to the expansion in those data. 

A particularly interesting aspect of the radar data is the sharp elastic-like events that occur 
at a number of places in the records. By this we mean that when an event occurs it is of short 
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duration, with the ice rapidly returning to roughly its position prior to the excursion. As we 
discussed earlier, the smaller fluctuations in measured distances (less than ± 0.5 m ) are 
probably noise. However, we believe that the large deviations (> 2 m ) from the trend of the 
data are definitely real. The records contain one event with a 12 m displacement and several 
with 9 m displacements. Figure 7 shows that the standard deviation of the x component of the 
ice displacement increases sharply as the reporting station becomes further offshm-e . In this 
figure we have included the Sx values calculated from stations R2 and R3 for the time periods 
that they were part of the fast ice. The y component of the displacement does not show a 
similar trend; the standard deviation remains approximately constant with a value of 2.5 m. 
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Fig. 7. Standard deviation oJ the x component oJ the ice movement versus the distance oJ the measurement site offshore Jrom the 
Cross Island-Narwhal I sland axis. 

Pack-ice stations 

The x and y components of the observed displacements for stations I and 3 are shown in 
Figure 8 along with the y component of the wind. During much of the period both stations 
were part of the fast ice and showed movements similar to the other fast-ice stations. (These 
fast-ice movements are obscured in Figure 8 because of the compressed scale. ) However, 
during a 3 week period in April, major ice movements did occur. The overall correlation of 
these observed displacements with the local wind was not significant. It should be noted that 
the major positive ice motion occurred near the end of a period of maximum positive winds 
and also that the major negative ice motion occurred during a maximum in the onshore 
winds. However, during other periods of almost equally strong winds, no permanent displace
ment occurred. This suggests that no adequate model for predicting the movement of the 
near-shore pack ice can afford to neglect the lateral transfer of stress through the ice. There
fore, local models can only succeed if handled as part of a regional model. This comment is 
particularly applicable to the time period covered by this study when the general ice conditions 
in the Beaufort Sea were very tight and maximum lateral transfer of stress was to be expected. 

]8 
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Fig. 8. x and y components of the movement of stations RI and R3 and the y component of the wind. 

Surprisingly, the n et ice drift during the period of study was negligible (we did not have to 
relocate a single tower) . It was also interesting how stations 1 and 3 started out as part of the 
fast ice, transferred to the pack, and then returned to the fast-ice cover. 

Finally, at no time during the study did the location of the fast-ice- pack-ice boundary 
correspond even approximately to the location of the 18 m isobath. The boundary was usually 
located over water that was 30 m of more deep. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Laser observations of the movement of fast ice at sites close to Narwhal Island show long
term changes in the distance to targets located on the ice that are believed to be primarily the 
result of the thermal expansion of the sea ice. The main displacements were outward normal 
to the coast (in the least constrained direction). The maximum net displacement was 
approximately 1 m with short-term changes of up to 40 cm occurring over 3 d periods. 

Radar transponder records of the movement of fast-ice sites located farther offshore from 
the barrier islands do not permit the study of such small motions because of noise in the 
measurement system. However, these records show many large displacements, with the 
standard deviation measured parallel to the coast increasing systematically with distance 
offshore, reaching a value of ± 6 .6 m at 31 km. Short-term ice displacements of as much as 
12 m occur at the sites farthest from the coast. The observations also show systematic changes 
in line length (up to 6 m over a distance of 30 km) that are also believed to be the r esult of 
thermal expansion of the ice. Correlations between the wind and the ice movement are only 
appreciable for movements normal to the coast. 
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Radar targets located within the pack ice show large short-term movements (up to 2.7 km) 
but negligible net displacement a long the coast. There was no significant correlation between 
the movement of the pack and the local wind, suggesting that models for predicting coastal 
ice conditions can only succeed if they are handled as part of a regional model which incor
porates the lateral transfer of stress through the pack ice. 

Offshorc from Narwhal and Cross Islands the fast-ice-pack-ice boundary was usually 
located (during March- May 1976) in 30- 35 m of water as opposed to 18 m of water where it 
has commonly been observed at sites farther west a long the Alaskan coast. 

We stress that the results presented here are based on observations during only a 3 month 
period (March-May) in the spring of 1976. We caution against the generalization of these 
results to other times or locales. 
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DISCUSSION 

H. 1T0: What is the accuracy of the radar positioning system? 

W. F. WEEKS: The accuracy appears to be roughly 0.5 m and would be expected to be largely 
independent of the length of the line surveyed. 

I TO: How did you correct for tidal effects? 

WEEKS: Tides in our study area are very small (~0.25 m). Therefore we did not take them 
into account. 

I TO: What is the maximum range of the system? 

WEEKS: The radar transponder" system has a range of 80 km. However, because of the 
Earth's curvature and the height of our towers, we were only able to range on targets that 
were within 37 km. 

T. CARSTENS: Thcre is a striking superficial similarity between the shear zones I have observed 
in lake "pack" ice originating from frazil, and the corresponding sh ear ridges along Arctic 
coasts such as the Alaskan Beaufort Sea coast. Do you feel that the analogy b etwecn this 
particular lake-ice process and the movement of Arctic pack can be made use of in a general 
model, in spite of the large differences in scale? 
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WEEKS: One undoubtedly can learn many useful things that a re applicable to sea ice from the 
study of drifting la ke or river ice. However, before we can begin to draw analogies with any 
sort of confidence, we need good observational data on all these ice types. Therefore, I 
encourage you to collect any such data that you can obtain with the confidence that even if it 
d oes not prove to b e directly applicable to sea ice it will ul timately prove to be u seful in its 
own right. 

P. R. KRY : The fact that absolute displacements increase with distance from the shore (or 
barrier islands) implies that perhap s the strain is constant ; or that the fast ice may b e con
sidered to be a plate fixed at the shore. Is this reasonable? 

WEEKS: The idea that the strain is roughly constant may prove to be correct. However, the 
fast ice does not act as a simple hinged rigid plate fixed at the shore inasmuch as the m otions 
parallel to the shore are not particularly well correlated with each other. 

K. R. CROASDALE : I am interested in your comments about the boundary of the fast ice. 
Could one define the edge of the fast ice to be where the lead opens up under the action of 
off-shore winds? If so, at what water depth was this? It may be of interest to note that off 
the Mackenzie D elta the edge of the fast ice follows the 20 m isobath fairly closely. 

WEEKS: Some of the time there was quite a wide lead at the outer edge of the fast ice. At other 
times this lead was closed and the fast- and pack-ice areas were presumably separated by a 
zone of ridging. The boundary was commonly located at a water depth of 30- 35 m. 

]. W. GLEN: How do you reconcile your final r ecommendation that people with a sea-ice 
problem must go out to the site itself with Dr W eeks' point in his review paper that sea-ice 
studies are usualIy best not conducted in the field ? 

WEEKS: It depends upon the type of problem. In the area of engineering properties on e should 
do comprehensive sets of tests in the laboratory and d etermine how the state variables (tem
p erature, composition, grain-size, etc.) influence the properties. Then a ll one need do in the 
field is roughly characterize the state variables and pick the correct property value off a 
graph. In other a reas of interest su ch as ice drift we currently need good observational da ta. 
I see no way to predict from first principles or to model the sort of motions one might exp ect at 
the edge of a sheet of fast ice without first having observational data. Once we know what 
actualIy happens, then we can set out to develop models to explain and extrapolate our 
observations. 

GLEN: R egarding your observations of ice motion; if it is not a strain phenomenon, is it a 
random-walk one? There seemed to b e less net motion than a square-root law would suggest, 
with some stations appearing to return home after their excursions. Was this fortuitous? 

WEEKS: I believe that the return of the radar transponders to almost exactly their initial 
positions was largely fortuitous. This was, of course, favoured by the fact that the ice in the 
Beaufort Sea was tight, allowing very little motion. 

L. W. GOLD: Has any progress been made in the development of a classification for sea ice? 

WEEKS: The most detailed recent work on the overall structure of sea ice is by N .. V 
Cherepanov. However, he has not attempted a formal structural classification such as that 
of Ramseier and Michel for lake ice. I am not certain that it would prove profitable to propose 
such a classification until we know a bit more about what we are attempting to classify. 
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